## PS-BB BOARD DATA SHEET

### Applications

- Flange, valve and equipment covers
- Oven liners
- Removable insulation blankets
  - Die cutting available
  - Welding curtains
  - Pipe wrap

### About the Fabric

**Insulation:** Silica needed mat (SNM) insulation with aluminum coating

**Color:** Mat side white

**Coating:** Aluminum coating on one side

**Content:** 98% silica

**Nominal Size:**
- 1/2” x 36” x 60’
- Custom sizes also available

**Temperature Resistance:**
- Aluminized side: 1,000°F
- Silica needled mat: 1,800°F

Designed to insulate and conform to most shapes to reflect heat

---

***All statements are expressed opinion which we believe to be accurate, reliable, and presented without guarantee or responsibility on our part. The data presented above consists of typical properties and should not be used in preparing specifications. No warranties are expressed or implied and users should test this material thoroughly for their specific application.***
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FREE Local Delivery
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